SIMULATING LARGE EMITTERS USING CMAQ AND A LOCAL SCALE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL. ANALYSIS IN THE SURROUNDINGS OF BARCELONA
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Abstract: In this work, we compare two state of the art models to simulate large emitters in the local scale. The area of study is in the surroundings of Barcelona, where an important contributor to the SO2 levels is considered. The first modelling system uses the mesoscale meteorological model WRF-ARW, the Air Emission Model of Meteosim, AEMM, and the air quality model CMAQ. The second model is a one way nesting of the results from the first system in a subgrid Finite Element model; the results from the CMAQ simulation are used as initial and boundary conditions. The simulations have been carried out for one episode with high levels of SO2. The time period of the simulations is of 48h with a 24h spin-up.
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INTRODUCTION

Air quality is an environmental issue that affects directly to the population. According to the World Health Organization, it is estimated that air pollution affects much of the population, with 2.4 million deaths annually (EEA, 2007). For this reason the study of its impact, specially in urban areas is of vital importance.

Mesoscale air quality models are not enough to calculate the concentrations in the local scale that affect the health. For this reason efforts have been made to simulate the local scale using different techniques (Karamchandani et al. 2011). The most commonly used approaches are the nested grid, Plume-in-Grid (PinG), and hybrid models. The nested grid modelling is used in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency models-3/CMAQ model (Byun et al. 2006). It uses grids with fine resolution in small domains within the larger domain, sometimes with more than one level of refinement. The Plume-in-Grid (PinG) model uses a puff or plume model in the grid model. The plume model simulates the subgrid scale processes and returns the solution to the grid model. So this technique is two-way. SCICHEM uses this technique and can be coupled to CMAQ (Karamchandani et al 2002, 2008). The hybrid models combines the solution from a coarse grid model and a local plume model. It is being used to model the population exposure to hazardous air pollutants, e.g. using CMAQ and the Hazardous Air Pollutant Exposure Model HAPEM (Rosenbaum 2005) to predict the exposure estimates (Isakov et al. 2007). This technique combines both solutions in a one-way approach, being this one the main difference with PinG.

In this work we propose two different sub-grid strategies and compare their results. The first strategy is an Eulerian coupled modelling system using the meteorological model WRF-ARW (Skamarock 2008), an emission model developed by Meteosim AEMM (Arasa 2013, 2014, 2016) and CMAQ. The other strategy is an adaptive, Eulerian, non-steady finite element model that uses the photochemical model of CMAQ (Oliver 2013).
METHODOLOGY
In the following sections we show a more detailed description of the studied areas as well as the simulation domains and periods analysed and the modelling approach.

Studied area
The area of interest is in the surrounding of Barcelona. We will study the emission of a large emitter of SO2 in the atmosphere. In Fig. 1 we show the simulation domains used by the CMAQ modelling system. In Fig. 2 you can see a zoom of the smaller domain, and the location of the emitter, and the domain of the finite element method. The domain of the finite element model is smaller due to the computational cost.
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**Figure 1.** Models domains for simulation (left). Zoom of the inner domain. The red domain is the one used in the finite element model with the emitter position (right).

Emitter characteristics
The emitter is located at position 416442m, 4584580m (UTM 31N). It has a height of 125m, and a diameter of 4.25m. The emission of SO2 is 105t year\(^{-1}\) with a velocity of 10.33m s\(^{-1}\).

Modelling episodes
The simulations have been carried out on a day with a high concentration of SO2. This criterion has been selected to test the finite element model and to compare the results with the CMAQ system and determine in a high concentration day.

The chosen day is the second of December.

Modelling approach
Next, we outline the main feature of the two models presented in this work.

**WRF-ARW/AEMM/CMAQ**
We have used an Eulerian coupled modeling system (WRF-ARW/AEMM/CMAQ). The mesoscale meteorological model used is Weather Research and Forecasting—Advanced Research (WRF-ARW) version 3.6.1.(Skamarock, 2008), Air Emission Model of Meteosim (AEMM v3.0) is a numerical, deterministic, Eulerian, local-scale model developed by Meteosim S.L. It allows to obtain the intensity of emissions in different areas, either anthropogenic (traffic, industry, residential, etc.) or natural (emissions caused by vegetation or erosion dust) for the area of interest. And the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency models-3/CMAQ model is the one used to simulate the physical and chemical processes into the atmosphere. CMAQ is an open-source photochemical model which is updated periodically by the research community. In this contribution we use CMAQ v5.0.1, considering CB-5 chemical mechanism and associated EBI solver (Yarwood, 2005), and AEROS5 aerosol module (Carlton, 2010).

For each of the selected days we have run numerical simulations for 48 hours, leaving the first 24 hours as a spin-up to minimize the consequences of taking into account the initial conditions for the start of simulation. The vertical structure of the model includes 32 vertical layers.

Finite Element model
The finite element model is composed by a mesh generator, a wind mass-consistent model, a plume-rise model, and finally the transport and reaction of pollutants is performed with a finite element method stabilized with Least Squares. The model is coupled with the CMAQ system model in a one-way nesting, i.e. the results from the CMAQ system are used as boundary and initial conditions in the finite element model.

A tetrahedral mesh adapted to the terrain is constructed using the Delaunay-based tetrahedral mesh generator Tetgen (Si, 2015). The mesh incorporates some layers to emulate those in CMAQ.

The wind field is computed interpolating the results from the WRF-ARW simulation, and using a mass-consistent model (Oliver, 2015). Once the wind field is computed the plume rise has to be taken into account. Using the Briggs formulation a three-dimensional trajectory of the plume is computed, and the wind field is perturbed so that the pollutants that are emitted follow the trajectory of the plume.

The transport and reaction of pollutants is simulated splitting the transport and the chemistry. The transport is solved using a finite element method stabilized with Least Squares. To solve the system an incomplete Cholesky factorization has been used. The chemical mechanism used is the same used by the CMAQ system. To improve the accuracy of the results and the computational cost an adaptive technique is used. It has been proven for various convection-diffusion problems (Monforte, 2014). To improve the computational cost the model has been parallelized using a multimesh strategy (Monforte, 2013).

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In the following sections we describe the results that have been obtained with the two strategies.

WRF-ARW/AEMM/CMAQ model
The first step to simulate the air quality has been the meteorological simulation using the WRF-ARW. We have simulated the meteorological situation using the two nested domains show in Fig. 1. The result from the simulation has been used to feed the CMAQ simulation. CMAQ uses the same configuration as the WRF simulation. Initial and boundary conditions for the nested domain are provided by the results of the larger domain. Meteorology-Chemistry Interface Processor (MCIP) version 4.1 is used to prepare WRF output to CMAQ model. And AEMM model prepares emissions as AERO5 and CB5 modules require.

Finite element model
To simulate the air pollution using the finite element model we need to generate a tetrahedral mesh adapted to the terrain. The discretization of the terrain that we have used is from the shuttle radar topography mission (Farr et al., 2007), specifically the SRTM3 version defined over an uniform grid of 3" × 3" (approximately 90 m × 90 m). The resulting mesh element size ranges from tens of centimeters to hundreds of meters. In Fig. 3 you can see a detail of the terrain discretization.

With this mesh, the wind field is simulated, and the transport and reactions of pollutants is computed using the results from the CMAQ system modelling as boundary and initial conditions as a one-way nesting.

Comparison
A comparison between the two simulations has been carried out.
Figure 2 represents the maximum concentration of SO2 for the selected day, for both simulations. In the CMAQ results we can see how the emitter is not the biggest contribution in the domain. In the Finite Element method results, we can see how the emitter contributes to the pollutant levels, but the boundary conditions also contribute.

To compare the methods we compare the results with observed data from stations. We have chosen two different stations, one near the emitter located at position 416473m, 4583935m (UTM 31), and another one far from the emitter located at position 417549m, 4574230m (UTM 31). Figure 3 represents the SO2 levels during the selected day. In the station near the emitter (right) the results from the Finite Element Method is closer to the levels observed, the CMAQ result underpredicts the concentration. In the station distant to the emitter, the results are swapped, being the CMAQ result the one that is closer, almost exact, to the observed levels, while the Finite Element Method underpredicts the concentration.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The preliminary results shown in this abstract are consistent with the expected results. CMAQ is good far from the emitter, while the Finite Element method is better near the emitter. The great swings in the Finite Element method results are a result of the poor wind resolution just one wind field for the whole simulation hour.

More episodes have to be simulated in order to assess the validity of the method, and the coupling of CMAQ and Finite Element Method.
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